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IntraCity Sport

IntraCity is our new Sport England sponsored programme of sport played only within this University. It is designed to help develop friendships between students within your own and other halls and departments.

Students of all athletic abilities are encouraged to take part, and all you need is the desire to participate and an enthusiasm for team sport.

Choose to stay healthy and get new energy into your daily routine and change your lifestyle for the better.

Take the opportunity to inject new energy into your daily routine and change your lifestyle for the better.

It is an impressive display by City's men's basketball team placed first in the University of East London in the quarter finals of the South Eastern Conference Cup. City came out strongly from the beginning, leading by an average of 20 points in the first half. They continued to extend their lead over UEL throughout the second half, with top points scorer, Nikola Milosevic (20 points, 14 rebounds, 3 steals) and a final score of 78-58.

City Basketball reach the South East semi finals

City Tennis were an eight man team to receive the British Universities and College Sport (BUCS) qualified at Loughborough. Students with varying levels of experience took part in it and we're a great step towards working through the English Cricket Board, especially for cricket in general. We look forward to the future and our continued support of City Cricket.